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Sharia or sharia law is the basic Islamic religious law derived from the religious precepts of Islam, particularly
the Quran and the opinions and life example of Muhammad (Hadith and Sunnah) which are the primary
sources of sharia. For topics and issues not directly addressed in these primary sources, sharia is derived.
The derivation differs between the various sects of Islam (Sunni and Shia ...
Islam and violence - Wikipedia
I slamâ€™s relationship with the West, though it goes far into antiquity, has been overburdened with rivalries
and marred by conflicts. From the Christian crusades of the Middle Ages to the fatwa on Salman Rushdie at
the close of the millennium, the predominately Christian societies of Western Europe and North America have
been suspicious and fearful of Muslims.
Islam and Western Culture - Brigham Young University
Islam (Arabic: Ø¥Ø³Ù„Ø§Ù… â€Ž, IPA: [alÊ”ÉªsËˆlaË•m] ()) is a verbal noun originating from the triliteral root
S-L-M which forms a large class of words mostly relating to concepts of wholeness, submission, safeness,
and peace.In a religious context it means "voluntary submission to God". IslÄ•m is the verbal noun of Form IV
of the root, and means "submission" or "surrender".
Islam - Wikipedia
This book provides a different way in introducing Islam Its author lived in the Western society since he was a
child and prepared MA and PhD in the greatest British universities the issue that made him able to know how
the West thinks The book introduces Islam with a mixture between philosophy religion culture and science
but this time according to the methodology of the early Muslims.
Free books on Islam in pdf format
AS early as the 8th century, Islam was introduced into West Africa by Arab merchants, who travelled through
the trans-Saharan salt and gold trade routes.
A Journey Through Islam: Muslims have come up well in
Burn your boats, said Tariq bin Ziyad while addressing his small army after entering Spain through sea in 711
A.D. The order was instantly followed by his forces despite a huge army of opponents ...
Tariq bin Ziyad â€” The conqueror of Spain | Arab News
The Sirat Rasul Allah was written by Ibn Ishaq in 750 A.D. He died in 773 A.D. It was edited and abridged by
Abd al-Malik ibn Hisham in 828 A.D. and translated by Alfred Guillaume under the title, The Life of
Muhammad in 1955 by Oxford Press. Abd al-Malik ibn Hisham's "Life of Muhammad" relied on the earlier
works.
True History of Islam, Mohammed and the Koran
Jon MC. Jon MC is a retired Chemist, Physicist and teacher (not necessarily in that order) who still has
professional commitments. His interest in Islam was kindled when he met some "radical Muslims up close
and personal" and he has studied the foundational texts of Islam ever since.
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